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20:20 NEWCASTLE,  5f 

Straightline Construction Handicap (Class 6) (3YO only) 

No(Dr) Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 (8) 04-6503 ZEBELINI (IRE) 11 D 
gr f Zebedee - Ma Nikitia

3 9 - 7 Jacob Butterfield (3)
Ollie Pears

59

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, red stars, red and royal blue striped sleeves, royal blue and red striped
cap
Timeform says: Made a winning debut in a 5f Ripon maiden last summer. Largely struggled
since but step back in right direction when 3 lengths third to Pavers Star over C&D last
month. Needs to build on that now.  (Forecast 9.00)

Notes: 

2 (3) 156645 CAPTAIN FUTURE 29 D 
b g Captain Gerrard - Saorocain

3 9 - 6p1 F Lynch
B Smart

58

Jockey Colours: Black and yellow diamonds, black sleeves, red armlets and diamond on black cap
Timeform says: Won at Wolverhampton (5f) in February. Found life tougher since but has at
least been given a chance by handicapper (now back to winning mark). Cheekpieces replace
usual blinkers.  (Forecast 10.00)

Notes: 

3 (5) 937608- YORKSHIRE (IRE) 232 
b g Tagula - Bun Penny

3 9 - 5 Josh Doyle (7)
D O'Meara

57

Jockey Colours: Light blue and black (quartered), black and light blue halved sleeves
Timeform says: Struggled to make significant impact for 3 different trainers last season, but
no surprise to see that change having joined the excellent David O'Meara.  Market
confidence would look signifcant.  (Forecast 5.50)

Notes: 

4 (2) 37-0041 PACNGO 12 D 
b f Paco Boy - Orange Pip

3 9 - 2h1 Rachel Richardson
(5)
T D Easterby

54

Jockey Colours: Maroon, yellow stripe, striped sleeves, quartered cap
Timeform says: Gambled on and and showed improved form when getting up close home in
5f Thirsk handicap 12 days ago. Only up a further 2 lb so another bold bid expected. Hood
also added for first time.  (Forecast 4.00)

Notes: 

5 (6) 835064 JOEY BLACK 7 
b g Kheleyf - Black Moma

3 9 - 0b Joey Haynes
Mrs Corbett

52

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, orange star, emerald green sleeves, orange stars, emerald green
cap, orange star
Timeform says: Ran up to his best when fourth of 18 in first-time blinkers at Redcar last
week. Effectively 3 lb lower here (jockey put up overweight last time) so won't be too far away
if turning up in same form.  (Forecast 7.50)

Notes: 

6 (7) 3550-04 POPPY IN THE WIND 19 
b f Piccolo - Vintage Steps

3 8 - 12v1 D Swift
A D Brown

50

Jockey Colours: Brown, pink cross of lorraine and sleeves, quartered cap
Timeform says: Modest maiden who produced one of her better effors when fourth over 6f
at Nottingham last time but bit of a patchy record and no certainty to be in same form back
down at 5f.  (Forecast 9.00)

Notes: 

7 (4) 975-063 PICKLE LILLY PEARL 21 
b f Captain Gerrard - Branston Jewel

3 8 - 11 P Mathers
D C Griffiths

49

Jockey Colours: Orange, purple stars, orange cap, purple star
Timeform says: Maiden who was well held first 2 starts this season but did take step back in
right direction when third from out of handicap at Catterick (5f) last time. Able to race off
proper mark now.  (Forecast 7.00)

Notes: 
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8 (1) 7800-02 SHAMKHANI 5 
b g Mullionmileanhour - Matilda Peace

3 8 - 7 T Eaves
A Berry

45

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, black epaulets, sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Ten-race maiden who probably didn't achieve that much when second of 4
in a very weak 5f Thirsk maiden last Friday.  (Forecast 29.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: PACNGO might be the sort to go on now she's got her head in front and can
defy a small rise. Yorkshire is potentially a dangerous opponent if the market speaks in his favour on
first run for David O'Meara, while Joey Black was bang there for a long way in a big field at Redcar last
week and is able to race off a 3 lb lower mark now.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: PACNGO 
2: YORKSHIRE 
3: JOEY BLACK


